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Since the earliest days of dental radiography, projection imaging has been the primary means
of radiographic assessment during routine examination of the dentition. The sensitivity for car-
ious lesion detection through projection imaging, hovering no higher than about 65%, leaves
considerable room for improvement, and one of the contemporary approaches along these lines
is the exploration of stationary intraoral tomosynthesis, or s-IOT. In this method, a distributed
multi-beam x-ray source array is used to rapidly acquire several projection images which are sub-
sequently used to reconstruct a quasi-3D image stack: a set of 45 image slices which together
represent the volume of anatomy under assessment. In this work, we begin with the historical
evolution of dento-alveolar imaging, from the earliest projection imaging to various forms of
sectional imaging to ultimately reach s-IOT. We then do a deeper foray into our s-IOT unit, cov-
ering its design specifications as well as physics-based components that differentiate it from the
norm in x-ray imaging devices. Our final chapter is an exploration of the multi-beam source ge-
ometry used in s-IOT, to determine how specific variations in this geometry as well as variations
in photon flux can affect overall image quality, with a particular emphasis on contact opening
and fracture detection.
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In his seminal work published by the Physico-Medical Society of Würtzburg, Germany, William
Konrad Röntgen in November 1895 characterized a new kind of ray which was able to pass
through an opaque liner surrounding a glass tube to excite a nearby fluorescent screen [60],[61].
He called this mysterious agent the “X-ray,” and essentially from that moment the race to un-
derstand and capitalize on X rays ensued. The first published account of x-ray-enabled medical
diagnosis and intervention appeared promptly in The Lancet in January 1896 [24], with many
related works to follow by numerous researchers and physicians. In 1901, “in recognition of the
extraordinary services he has rendered by the discovery of the remarkable rays subsequently
named after him,” Röntgen was awarded the very first Nobel Prize in Physics [2].
1.1 Historical Overview
In the interim between that first medical application and today, numerous x-ray-based imag-
ing schemes have been engineered and explored. As in the Lancet account, the initial and most
basic diagnostic use of the x-ray involved projection imaging, in which projection mappings, i.e.
2-dimensional images, displayed the superimposed internal structures of a body or object through
which the x-rays passed. Projection imaging is in ubiquitous use today and remains the first-line
workhorse of medical and dental imaging.
A mathematical framework to fully discern the 3-dimensional internal architecture of an
object using the x-ray was presented by Radon in 1917 [4], however there were decades of inter-
mediate explorations in radiography before this advanced framework was put to use. A French
patent recorded in 1921 introduced the theoretical possibility of Planigraphy [13], whereby an
individual planar section within a body could be represented individually on a radiographic film.
Subsequently, advancements in the theory and production of imaging equipment to discern pla-
nar levels of 3-dimensional internal architecture were produced in multiplicity across the globe;
during the 1920s and 1930s at least ten different people indepently invented the process of body-
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section imaging, presumably without knowing that the others were working toward the same
goal, [40], [67], [54], [11], [30], [41], [47], [28], [68]. While published under many names and with
mechanistic variations, the process eventually became known as tomography, and it enabled the
visualization of an individual plane within a 3-dimensional object with simultaneous blurring of
out-of-plane structures. Radiographic imaging of curved surfaces was also developed as a vari-
ant of tomography [53], providing a means of visualization of the curved surfaces of the jaws, a
method ubiquitously used and now known as orthopantomography, or panoramic radiography.
Overlapping the tomographic era of thinking and invention, a process now known as to-
mosynthesis arose, providing for the visualization of any number of parallel planes within an
object, rather than just a single plane or curve [55], [39], [41], [46], [58]. Tomosynthesis, like
basic/curved tomography, utilizes carefully linked and controlled x-ray source and receptor move-
ment and/or positioning to achieve its imaging objective.
Computed tomography (CT), the first 3-D imaging method to utilize the work of Radon and,
correspondingly, to produce the most detailed and (now) isotropic information about internal
architecture, was developed in experiments by Cormack between 1957 and 1963 and implemented
on a larger scale in 1972 by Hounsfield [36], [15], [29]. With its unprecedented ability to show
any plane at any angle within a 3-dimensional object, CT took the medical diagnostic imaging
world by a storm, nearly rendering tomography and tomosynthesis relics of the past in the con-
text of medical imaging.
In dental radiography, however, due to the smaller physical size of the imaged anatomy with
correspondingly higher demands on image resolution, as well as much higher effective doses as
compared to conventional tomography [19], CT failed to gain a foothold for routine dental diag-
nostics. In 1996, an elaboration of tomosynthesis known as Tuned Aperture Computed tomog-
raphy (TACT) was introduced by Webber in the context of dental imaging [70], [69]. TACT
relaxed the restrictions on locations of the x-ray source and thus represented a promising advance
beyond routine tomosynthesis, however it proved to be ahead of its time due to technical and
equipment limitations. Despite promising results in diagnostic efficacy, it was never adopted into
mainstream clinical practice. Likewise, although cone beam CT has gained traction in oral and
maxillofacial specialty imaging since its advent at the turn of the century, it has not yet been
adopted into general dental diagnosis due to an unfavorable trade-off between dose levels and
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diagnostic benefit.
The imaging modalities briefly discussed above rely on the X ray and produce different rep-
resentations of the contents of a 3-dimensional object. In general (but not universally), the sim-
pler the method, the lower the dose of x-irradiation and the less information about the object
acquired. In this work, we focus on a relatively new dental imaging modality called stationary
intraoral tomosynthesis (s-IOT), which constitutes a digitally and computationally advanced
framework for sectional imaging in the oral cavity. s-IOT enables multi-section visualization of
the internal contents of an object without the deficits of tomography or TACT, and with far less
radiation than CBCT or CT.
In the remainder of this chapter, we discuss x-rays and the generation thereof, and provide
a more elaborate description of the varying x-ray technologies mentioned above that pertain to
the development of s-IOT, namely projection imaging, tomography, tomosynthesis, and TACT.
In Chapter 2 we describe s-IOT as operated in the first-built prototype unit, and in Chapter 3
we describe our experiments with the s-IOT unit to test variations in x-ray flux and in configura-
tions of x-ray sources. In the appendix we provide images to augment those presented in Chapter
3.
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1.2 X rays: Discovery and Early Observations
Although accounts often ascribe Röntgen’s discovery of the x-ray to an incidental observa-
tion during an unrelated experiment, it is clear from his writings that there was purpose in his
explorations: Röntgen had set out to see whether electric discharge through a gas at low/vacuum
pressures would produce any type of invisible emission that might penetrate the walls of the glass
tube in which the discharge was taking place [61], [16].
Röntgen’s paper was in fact a 17-point treatise on this New Kind of Ray, evidencing an ex-
ceedingly thorough and purposeful undertaking to investigate and explore a mysterious phenom-
enon that had been observed yet underappreciated by his contemporaries [66], [3]. Thus it is
clear that Röntgen was in no way surprised by the x-ray, rather he anticipated its existence and
was fascinated by its properties. Among numerous noteworthy observations in Roëntgen’s trea-
tise, two of the most salient, which forever changed the worlds of medicine and industry, are as
follows.
(1) X rays can produce shadow pictures when a more or less permeable body is placed between
the x-ray source and a photographic plate or fluorescent screen. Examples of Röntgen’s
shadow pictures, including a classic x-ray photograph of Mrs. Röntgen’s hand, appear in
Figure 1.1.
(2) X ray shadow pictures can reveal inhomogeneities in metal and other solid objects.
Upon the first observation, the field of medical radiology was born. Upon the second observa-
tion, the potential industrial applications were immediately obvious, however early tubes lacked
the structural integrity to produce x-rays of sufficient energy to be used for that purpose. Af-
ter 1913, when the high-vacuum x-ray tube designed by Coolidge became available, the field of
industrial radiography was born [1].
In the next section, we discuss the process used today for x-ray generation, a process which is
not entirely dissimilar from Roëntgen’s experimental apparatus.
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(a) W.K. Röntgen’s x-ray photograph of Mrs.
Röntgen’s hand, including original caption.
(b) W.K. Röntgen’s x-ray photograph of a
compass, including original caption.
Figure 1.1: X-ray photographs appearing in Röntgen’s 1895 and 1896 papers on the X ray.
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1.3 X ray Generation Today
In the most general sense, a typical x-ray tube consists of a controllable electron source (the
cathode), an accelerating potential, and a target (the anode) against which accelerated electrons
collide, all enclosed in a vacuum-sealed container. In most tubes today, the cathode contains a
thoriated tungsten coil, also known as a filament, which when heated to incandescence by the
passage of high-amperage current, releases electrons in a process known as thermionic emission.
The released electrons form an electron cloud that hovers around the filament, then an applied
potential difference accelerates the free electrons toward the anode where they undergo high-
energy collisions and interactions, producing x-irradiation and heat. See Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Essential components of an x-ray tube based on thermionic emission.
Many factors serve to control the processes of electron sourcing and x-ray generation. The
electron source, tungsten, is used as filament material for its high melting point and low vapor
pressure at high temperatures. Both these properties are required for filament integrity due to
the high temperature (2200oC) that thermionic emission necessitates. Incorporation of approx-
imately 1% thorium into the tungsten filament enhances electron emission. Electrons are emit-
ted at a rate proportional to filament temperature, thus on operation, high-amperage current
through the thoriated tungsten coil is manipulated in order to control the number of electrons
thermionically released.
Movement of free electrons across the tube, known as tube current, is controlled by modula-
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tion of the voltage between the (negative) cathode and (positive) anode: the higher the potential
difference between electrodes, the greater the acceleration of the electrons, hence the greater ki-
netic energy of the electrons as they reach the anode. A greater potential difference also causes
more electrons to exit the cloud, thus a higher tube voltage increases both the kinetic energy as
well as the quantity of the electrons reaching the anode.
Once the energetic electrons reach their specific target, or "focal spot," on the anode, Bremsstrahlung
interactions and inner-shell atomic collisions produce the X rays. As with electron sourcing, par-
ticular materials as well as functional features are required to manage the formation of x-rays
and the associated heat production. Three key design components in this regard are atomic num-
ber, melting point, and thermal conductivity of anode material. High atomic number yields a
better ratio of x-ray production to heat production, and high melting point and thermal conduc-
tivity are required because that ratio, regardless of material, is on the order of 0.01. Tungsten
exhibits all three of these properties, thus again possesses characteristics to be the material of
choice, with further surface integrity of the anode provided by incorporation of rhenium into
the tungsten. In dental x-ray units, the tungsten target is generally embedded in a copper block
for heat dissipation, whereas in medical units, a rotating anode is backed by molybdenum or
graphite which provides light-weight support as well as additional heat dissipation from the tung-
sten target.
Since the focal spot is where X rays are produced, it can be considered synonymous with
an x-ray source. To optimize the sharpness of images produced by X rays emanating from the
focal spot, point-size dimensions would be ideal. However, a smaller focal spot concentrates heat
production to a smaller area, thereby imposing an upper limit on the rate of (heat-intensive)
x-ray production. Therefore, to achieve adequate signal at the detector while simultaneously
preventing overheating of the anode, a larger focal spot is required. Size of the focal spot is thus
under careful control and is regulated by two factors: (1) the presence of a negatively-biased
focusing cup proximal to the filament, to guide electrons on a mildly convergent path, and (2)
an angled anode surface to reduce the size of the effective focal spot. (See Figure 1.3.) In an
intraoral (dental) x-ray tube, the focusing cup reduces the splay of the primary electron beam
from its native dimensions to approximately 3-4mm in height and 1mm in width as the beam
bombards the anode. An anode angle of 15-20o, representative of most intraoral dental units,
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would then by sheer geometry yield an effective focal spot size of 1mm x 1mm.
Figure 1.3: The focusing cup guides electrons on a mildly convergent path toward the focal spot
on the anode. The (sine of the) anode angle determines the ratio of effective focal spot size to
actual focal spot size. With an anode angle of 20o, an actual focal spot size of 3 mm x 1mm
yields an effective focal spot size of approximately 1 mm x 1 mm.
In the overall scheme, once a tube is designed and operational, there are three primary se-
lectable features by which an operator can control the quantity and energy of the x-rays pro-
duced: the tube current, measured in milliamperes (mA); the duration of time during which a
potential difference is applied between cathode and anode, measured in milliseconds (ms); and
the peak potential difference applied, known as tube voltage and measured in kilovolts or peak
kilovolts (kV or kVp). As described above, higher mA and higher ms yield a greater quantity of
electrons bombarding the anode, hence a greater quantity of x-rays produced. Likewise, higher
kV causes an increase in both the quantity and the energy of electrons, hence an increase in the
quantity and energy of the X rays produced.
A schematic of an intraoral (dental) x-ray tube-head based on thermionic emission is shown
in Figure 1.4a, with a companion picture of an assembled intraoral x-ray unit, with tube head at
the operational end of the jointed extension arm, shown in Figure 1.4b.
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(a) Schematic of a dental x-ray tube head. (b) Wall-mounted dental x-ray unit
Figure 1.4: (a) Schematic of the primary components of a dental tube head. (b) In a wall-
mounted dental unit, the tube head is positioned at the distal end of a jointed extension arm.
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1.4 Projection Imaging
A projection image as seen in Figure 1.1 is in some sense the 2-dimensional shadow of a 3-
dimensional object when that object is irradiated with an x-ray beam. Higher density compo-
nents within the object attenuate individual X rays more effectively than low-density compo-
nents, and this differential attenuation appears as brighter vs. darker structures, respectively,
within the projected image. In an organism, high-density materials such as cortical bone and the
hard tissue components of teeth are high-attenuating, whereas soft tissues and fluids are moder-
ate in attenuation, and air cavities do not attenuate. During the formation of a projection image,
with varying attenuation characteristics of each tissue effectively summed up along the direction
of each ray, soft tissue differentiation is largely lost, and it is the attenuation of hard tissue that
stands out as the primary information in the image. As such, projection images are not directly
used to discern soft tissue information, unless incidentally in situations of pathological changes.
Neverthless, due to the necessity of obtaining hard tissue information in many clinical set-
tings, as well as simplicity and convenience, projection imaging since its inception has been an
important tool in discerning the internal contents of a body in both medical and dental diagnos-
tic settings. Figure 1.5 provides examples.
(a) Reverse Towne projection image [34]. (b) Bitewing projection image.
Figure 1.5: (a) Reverse Towne projection for examination of an area of swelling anterior to the
patient’s right ear. Radiograph reveals bone destruction of the right ramus and condyle as well
as pathological soft tissue swelling. (b) Bitewing projection of patient’s left posterior teeth for
bi-annual examination. Radiograph reveals calculus deposits on mandibular molars and second
premolar. Maxillary and mandibular molar teeth are overlapped, preventing examination of
interproximal areas of these teeth.
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1.5 Tomography
The earliest patented work on body-section imaging was submitted by Boçage in 1921. Boçage’s
method enabled the visualization of a single planar section within an imaged object. This was
achieved by reciprocal movement of the receptor film and a continuously active x-ray source
within parallel planes on opposite sides of an object; see Figure 1.6. The fulcrum for movement
was a point inside the individual planar section to be visualized. Due to counter-movement of
source and receptor film in parallel with the fulcrum plane, the cross section of the object within
this plane was projected onto the receptor film in relatively constant position, whereas projec-
tions of objects outside the plane were blurred across the receptor film, with amount of blur
proportional to their distance from the plane to be visualized.
Individual details within the desired section were thus preserved and enhanced in the final
image, whereas objects outside the desired plane were lost to the background.
Figure 1.6: In tomography, continuous operation and motion of x-ray source linked with contin-
uous countermotion of receptor film, each within their respective planes, produces an image in
which a single body plane is in focus, with out-of-plane objects blurred.
Subsequent formulations of body-section imaging expanded the concept to include variations
in the geometric and mechanical patterns of source and receptor movement. Movements of source
and receptor within their respective planes included circles, squares, crosses, spirals, and hypocy-
cloids, and most researchers experimented with these variations. On the other hand, variations
in mutual source and receptor orientation were described under various names such as stratigra-
phy, tomography, planigraphy, vertigraphy, and laminagraphy [41], and were generally specific to
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each researcher. Figure 1.7 depicts the latter variations, with Boçage’s mechanical arrangement
depicted in item (c).
Figure 1.7: Variations of source-receptor orientation in early tomography, in which a single body
section is imaged during continuous motion of x-ray source and receptor film: (a) stratigraphy,
(b) tomography, (c) planigraphy, (d) vertigraphy, and (e) laminagraphy. Both planigraphy and
vertigraphy are special cases of lamingraphy.
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1.6 Tomosynthesis
A later development, generally ascribed to Ziedses Des Plantes [55] but invented and pub-
lished contemporaneously by Kaufman [39], [38], [21], was a shift from continuous x-ray imaging
on a single film, to time-discretized x-ray imaging onto a series of individual films. That is: the
reciprocal movement patterns of x-ray source and receptor holder were preserved, but now, x-ray
projections were taken only at a finite number of discrete positions along the path of movement,
and a new x-ray film was exposed for each new position. (See Figure 1.8.) This limited-angle
tomographic method in later years came to be known as tomosynthesis, and it represented a
great leap of progress in Radiography by enabling the visualization of the full 3-dimensional con-
tent in parallel planes within an object, rather than merely an isolated planar section. Moreover,
each projection was taken at a fraction of the dose of a typical stand-alone projection radiograph,
therefore the total x-irradiation burden was significantly reduced in comparison to conventional
tomography.
Figure 1.8: In tomosynthesis imaging,
multiple discrete x-ray source positions
are utilized in conjunction with cor-
responding receptor positions, with a
new low-dose projection image taken
at each position.
Visualization of tomosynthesis sections required a custom view box. By precise superimposi-
tion of the under-exposed films on the view box, one could align the anatomic features from each
film corresponding to any selected plane within the object. The aligned features, albeit low in
contrast in individual projections, were thus mutually reinfored by said alignment, whereas non-
aligned out-of-plane features in each projection were lost in a low-contrast background blur. A
turn of the adjustment screws on the custom view box would gradually shift the overlaid films in
relation to one another, enabling the radiographer to visually progress through the entire object,
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plane by plane, from one end of the object to the other.
This method of viewing successive planes by means of shifting superimposed projections,
whether with films in a custom view box or by manipulation of digital images, is referred to as
the “Shift and Add” technique and is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.9.
(a) Four x-ray source positions produce four projection images. Each projection is exposed at a fraction
of the usual dose of a stand-alone projection image, resulting in individual projections with low con-
trast. Note that objects are magnified proportionately with distance from the detector (magnification is
exaggerated in the schematic).
(b) Reconstructions are produced by aligning features in selected planes. In-plane objects are reinforced
by summation, whereas out-of-plane objects contribute to background blur.
Figure 1.9: Demonstration of the Shift and Add reconstruction technique in tomosynthesis.
Representative objects in planes A, B, and C are demarcated by the triangle, square, and cir-
cle, respectively. Additional post-processing techniques are utilized to reduce out-of-plane blur
contributions in the final reconstruction slices.
The first tomosynthesis-styled examination of the oral cavity was produced by Richards in
1976 [58]. The projection images and Shift-and-Add reconstructions that appeared in this work
are provided in Figure 1.10.
The next significant application of tomosynthesis in the oral cavity came in 1983, when
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(a) Duplication of projections appearing in [58]. X-ray source and film were positioned at 8 equally-spaced
points on a circle within their respective planes. The film holder was rotated 45 degrees within the plane
prior to the capture of each projection.
(b) The eight underexposed, low-contrast projection images in (a) were positioned within a custom viewer
and their relative positions adjusted sequentially to produce the images here, labeled according to objects in
each plane. Original caption included.
Figure 1.10: First tomosynthesis reconstructions involving the oral cavity.
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Groenhuis and colleagues published a work on the computerized tomosynthesis of dental tissues,
a careful analysis of criteria needed for diagnostically useful tomosynthesis in the oral cavity [22].
In this work, the authors provided a means of ideally coordinating the acquired number of projec-
tions with source configuration and slice thickness. While the results demonstrated the success
of their methodology, the digitization of film projections was laborious. At the conclusion of the
work, the authors indicated that additional technological advancement would be required before
clinical practicality of the method was achieved.
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1.7 TACT
With the advent of digital detectors in the late 1990s, Webber and colleagues introduced
Tuned Aperture Computed tomography (TACT), a new rendition of limited-angle tomography
applied in the oral cavity [70], [69]. Rather than enforce source-detector geometries by mechan-
ical means, TACT only required the operator to place a fiducial marker on the subject’s buccal
tooth surfaces. Projections were captured on a direct intraoral sensor. Source-detector geometry
was computed post-acquisition based on projection geometry of the fiducial marker in relation
to the teeth, enabling the operator some degree of flexibility in x-ray source positioning. Re-
constructions were produced by the Shift-and-Add technique, with or without post-processing
steps on the reconstructed sections to reduce cross-plane blurring effects. As compared to tra-
ditional oral radiolographic methods, TACT demonstrated statistical improvement or parity in
mandibular fracture detection, root fracture detection, accessory root canal detection, assess-
ment of periodontal and peri-implant bone architecture, and impacted third molar assessment
[70, 44, 52, 14, 50, 49, 48, 57, 71]. Results in carious lesion detection, however, were mixed [51],
[7]. In later years, researchers ran clinical trials on TACT using an extraoral sensor instead of
intraoral, demonstrating that results are on par with intraoral approaches [25], [26]. Despite sus-
tained years of research on method optimization and diagnostic efficacy, due to equipment and




During the last two decades, a research team at UNC has manufactured tomosynthesis equip-
ment which eliminates many technical barriers of the past. This equipment is based on stationary
tomosynthesis: tomosynthesis using multiple fixed, i.e. stationary, x-ray sources. Stationary to-
mosynthesis was applied first in the areas of mammography and chest radiology with early bench-
top success [56], [64] followed by promising clinical results [43], [23]. In 2015 the first test-bed
stationary tomosynthesis unit for oral imaging was built, with a prototype unit fabricated and
available for clinical testing in 2018 [33]. It is this clinical prototype that we describe below.
2.1 Basic Design of the Stationary Intraoral Tomosynthesis Unit
The prototype stationary intraoral tomosynthesis unit, or s-IOT unit, is pictured in Figure
2.1. As with traditional intraoral dental imaging equipment, a jointed extension arm tethers
and supports the operational end. X rays are produced within the tube head, and fixed 2-stage
collimation provides uniform beam restriction during exposures.
Unlike intraoral dental x-ray units, the s-IOT unit utilizes a multi-beam x-ray source array
inside the tube head. On operation, each of seven linearly arranged focal spots emits x-rays se-
quentially, producing 7 projection images per tomosynthesis scan. With a fixed 40cm source
array-to-detector distance and 14 mm distance between adjacent focal spots, the angular span
between outermost x-ray sources is 12 degrees, mimicking one of many former TACT configura-
tions. Proprietary software computes tomosynthesis reconstruction slices in real time for near-
immediate operator review.
The attentive reader will ponder the design elements required to manage the heat produced
by a multi-beam x-ray tube, with seven focal spots spaced 14 mm apart. Likewise, the critically
informed reader will ponder the rapid on-off switching of focal spot operation needed to oper-
ate seven sources sequentially and independently with sufficient speed for clinical utility. The
solution, or rather the redesign, lies in a discovery made in 1991 known as the carbon nanotube.
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Figure 2.1: The clinical prototype stationary intraoral tomosynthesis unit at UNC.
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2.2 Field Emission and Carbon Nanotubes
Iijima in a 1991 letter to Nature reported the fabrication of a new carbon allotrope consisting
of highly-organized sheets of carbon arranged in co-axial seamless tubules ranging from as small
as 1 nm to 30 nm in outer diameter and up to 1µm in length [31]. The end tips of the tubules
were closed by curved, polygonal, or cone-shaped caps, rendering their macroscopic structure like
that of a needle.
By 1995, single-walled carbon nanotubes had become known for their high mechanical strength
and had been observed singly [59] and in aligned clusters [17] to emit electrons from their needle-
like ends without need of the exceedingly high temperatures required for thermionic emission.
This process of cold electron emission, known as field emission, required only an electric field and
a vacuum, and produced stable currents up to 1 microampere at room temperature from indi-
vidual CNTs, and current densities up to 100 milliamperes per square centimeter from a film of
aligned CNTs. The schematic of a field emission electron source reported in [17], which was uti-
lized to fabricate a stable electron gun, is duplicated in Figure 2.2. Notice that, as compared to
thermionic emission of electrons seen in conventional x-ray tubes, an intermediate gate electrode
is present.
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of a field
emission electron source. The emitting sur-
face (a) is an array of single-walled CNTs,
each nanotubule approximately 5-15 nm
in diameter by 1µm tall, oriented perpen-
dicular to a substrate. A 20µm-thick sheet
of mica (b) with 1mm-diameter aperture
was bonded to the nanotube film, and a
copper mesh (or gate) (c) covered the aper-
ture. Application of a voltage produced an
electron beam that was detectable at the
anode.
Despite these achievements, practical applications of field emission remained limited for sev-
eral years due to the higher requirements on current density than that which had been achieved.
A threshold was crossed in 1999, when current densities of 1A/cm2 were routinely produced using
randomly bundled CNTs deposited on a substrate [74]. (get TEM image of a CNT cluster ind in-
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sert here...) Clustering of CNTs improved upon currents that had been achieved with individual
and parallel-stacked CNTs due to sheer numbers in the former scenario and the interference of
shielding effects in the latter.
Subsequent years brought advancements in CNT film fabrication such that uniform films of
prescribed thicknessess (10s of nm to several µm) and startlingly high stability could reliably
exhibit technologically practical currents by field emission under both continuous and pulsed
operations [20]. Capitalizing on these robust CNT films, the first CNT-field-emission-enabled
diagnostic x-ray unit was produced in 2002 [72]. In this unit, a thin film of randomly clustered
CNTs served as the cathode, a metal mesh similar to that in Figure 2.2 served as an intermedi-
ate gate electrode, and a copper anode at high electric potential served as the x-ray-producing
target. A schematic of the unit appearing in the original publication is duplicated in Figure 2.3
along with plots of current transmission rate at the gate and the x-ray energy spectrum for that
unit.
Throughout the next several years, conceptions of a unit with multiple x-ray sources were
expressed by many. One partial realization of the concept, a multibeam CNT-based field emis-
sion x-ray source, was introduced in 2005 [73]. Advantages of this x-ray source array, known as
the multi-beam field emission x-ray source (MBFEX), were low operating temperatures rendered
by field emission, and fast on-off switching of individual X rays by means of a transistor circuit
connecting the cathodes.
MBFEX technology led directly to the fabrication of the stationary digital tomosynthesis
technologies mentioned in the chapter introduction. Soon thereafter, the prototype stationary
digital tomosynthesis unit for intraoral imaging, i.e. the s-IOT unti, was modeled after these
clinically successful technologies.
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Figure 2.3: (A) A schematic of the first CNT-enabled x-ray tube. The cathode consists of a film
of single walled CNTs (SWNTs) coated on a metal substrate. A metal mesh 50 to 200 µm from
the CNT film serves as an intermediate low-voltage electrode which triggers field emission from
the cathode. A much larger potential difference between the mesh gate and the anode accelerates
electrons toward the copper anode where, upon electron bombardment, X rays are produced.
(B) The current transmission rate through the gate as a function of anode voltage Va, measured
at select gate voltages from 450 to 610 V. Optimization of cathode-gate distance and mesh
size renders an 80% transmission rate for Va > 50V . (C) Energy spectrum of the X rays using
acceleration voltage of 14 kV.
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2.3 Characterization of the Existing s-IOT Unit
Each of the seven sources in the s-IOT unit can be represented by the schematic in Figure
2.4. The gate electrode is maintained at neutral potential. At the cathode, a disc-shaped area
coated with a thin film of CNTs emits electrons when a light negative voltage is applied. The
released electrons move from the negative cathode toward the (electrically neutral) gate, and
then these electrons are accelerated toward the anode by a large positive potential at the anode,
while a focusing electrode surrounds and shapes the beam.
Figure 2.4: An individual field-
emission cathode and anode assembly.
With the gate electrode maintained
at neutral potential, a negative pulse
applied at the cathode induces field
emission of electrons from the film of
bundled CNTs. A large, constant posi-
tive potential at the anode accelerates
the freed electrons toward the anode,
with beam convergence a result of the
focusing electrode.
The s-IOT x-ray tube contains an assembly of seven such sources with a common anode, as
show in in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Schematic of the field emission-enabled x-ray source array in the s-IOT unit. The
control circuit mediates rapid sequential negative pulsing of cathodes with respect to the neutral
gate electrodes. Pulses are applied individually and sequentially along the circuit, and with each
pulse, electrons are released from the activated cathode by field emission. Upon release, emit-
ted electrons are accelerated toward the anode by a constant positive potential, while focusing
electrodes surround and shape each beam.
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Anode voltage of the s-IOT unit is 70 kV. Under control by the transistor circuit, the seven
focal spots are operated sequentially at a tube current of 7 mA per source, with selectable pulse
widths of 40, 60, 80, or 100 ms per source. The detector, an adapted size 2 intraoral digital
detector, captures a single low-contrast projection image from each source, then a reconstruction
algorithm takes as input the 7 acquired projection images and produces a tomosynthesis data
set. Reconstruction takes 8 to 12 seconds, and the operator is able to scroll through slices in the
reconstructed data set while the patient is in the chair.
The s-IOT unit has been evaluated extensively for tube output, dosimetry, and spatial res-
olution [33]. Assessments indicate that the measured kVp, pulse widths, and tube currents are
consistently within 3% of expected values. At the highest exposure setting, the peak skin dose of
an s-IOT scan is comparable in dose to a single clinical projection image using photostimulable
phosphor plates. Image quality assessments by edge phantom and MTF demonstrate improve-
ment over that of intraoral projection imaging. Clinical and experimental trials corroborate the
latter conclusion with an observed reduction in proximal surface overlap as compared to bitewing
images and increased detection of root fractures as compared to periapical images [45], [10].
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2.4 Aim of the Present Study
The aim of the present study was to modify the design of the existing s-IOT unit, namely the
geometric configuration of x-ray sources, and to run trials with the pulse widths, to determine
optimal geometric configurations and tube output for incorporation into the design of the next
prototype s-IOT unit. We did this, not through fabrication of a new source array, but by precise
experimental design and (reversible) equipment modification of the existing s-IOT unit.
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CHAPTER 3
Modifying Photon Flux and X-ray Source Configuration in s-IOT
3.1 Introduction and Background
Except in cases of partial edentulism, direct clinical observation of early carious lesions at
the proximal surfaces of posterior teeth is limited, thus the imaging component of the dental
examination plays a central role. In the US, bitewing projection imaging remains the de facto
standard for dental radiographic examination due to ease of access, low radiation burden, and
relatively low cost. Yet, decades of research have routinely demonstrated that the sensitivity
of radiographic diagnosis of interproximal carious lesions in posterior teeth ranges from less
than 20% to 60-65% for bitewing projection imaging whether using film or direct digital sensors
[65], [62], [9], [18]. Superimposition of structures secondary to projection imaging is the cause,
whether in the form of overlap of adjacent proximal tooth surfaces, overlap of sound tooth struc-
ture surrounding an early lesion, or the presence of restorative material obscuring the visibility of
a lesion.
In order to eliminate the effects of superimposition, several three-dimensional imaging alter-
natives for dental diagnostic radiography have been explored. In 1976, Al Richards introduced
his tomosynthesis-styled Dynamic Tomography for the oral and craniofacial region [58], and in
1983, Groenhuis and colleagues took dental tomosynthesis to a digital platform [22]. The latter
work entailed considerable labor to convert film to digital media, and although the authors made
keen insights regarding number and orientation of x-ray sources for dental diagnostic utility, they
concluded that the time for tomosynthesis had not yet arrived due to existing technological lim-
itations. Further interest in 3-dimensional imaging was dominated for many years by medical
CT. After flat panel detectors were introduced, bringing fast and accurate image detection to the
techological arena, research interest in oral 3-dimensional imaging returned. In the late 1990s,
Webber and colleagues reintroduced 3-dimensional imaging to the oral cavity by means of Tuned
Aperture Computed Tomography (TACT), a form of tomosynthesis that relaxed certain restric-
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tions on locations of x-ray sources [70], [69]. Several years of subsequent research activity on
TACT explored the number and arrangement of basis images [6], types of restoration algorithms
[7], [5], and overall diagnostic utility of TACT in comparison to traditional dental radiographic
(bitewing) imaging [51], [7], [44], [12], [8]. In 2006, Barton and colleagues determined that TACT
using an intraoral sensor was comparable to that with an extraoral sensor and to bitewing ra-
diography for proximal lesion detection [26]. Collective insights from these research efforts again
proved valuable, yet still insufficient to bridge the techno-mechanical gap that remained: the
time required to physically move an x-ray source to several different projection angles remained
clinically impractical.
Meanwhile, the turn of the century brought cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) into
the oral and maxillofacial imaging environment. CBCT has become a standard of care for many
procedures in general dentistry and in dental specialty areas such as endodontics, prosthodontics,
and oral surgery due to its unequaled, isotropic 3D visualization of the oral and maxillofacial re-
gion with doses lower than medical CT. Nevertheless, for dental carious lesions, investigations of
diagnostic efficacy of CBCT as compared to 2D intraoral radiography have been mixed [42], [37],
thus the use of CBCT for routine radiographic dental examination is pre-empted as a violation of
the ALARA principle.
In 2015, a new effort to achieve quasi-3D imaging of the oral cavity came in the form of a
test-bed stationary intraoral tomosynthesis unit, built by a group in the Department of Physics
and Astronomy on our university campus. In this test-bed unit, multiple distributed field emission-
enabled x-ray sources together with a digital intraoral sensor yielded near-instant capture of
projection images [63]. Promising preliminary assessments of image quality led to the construc-
tion of a clinical prototype unit in 2017 [33], [32]. Since that time, the stationary intraoral to-
mosynthesis unit, or s-IOT unit, has been evaluated for proximal recurrent lesion detection [27],
reduction of proximal tooth overlap [45], and vertical root fracture detection [10].
Guided by these assessments as well as past research on TACT and tomosynthesis, we be-
came eager to explore the relationship between x-ray source configuration and image quality,
feature conspicuity, and interproximal contact opening. We also assumed that, with effective dose
of a single s-IOT exposure comparable with that of a single bitewing projection image in clinical
practice [35], it would be a worthwhile endeavor to explore what additional information might
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be gleaned with increased exposure times. Wtih these ideas in mind, our objective in this study
was to explore image quality and interproximal contact-opening capability of the s-IOT unit us-
ing 12-, 18-, and 25-degree linear configurations of multiple x-ray sources, a 12-degree circular
configuration of multiple x-ray sources, and 60-, 80-, and 100-ms exposure times.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 The existing s-IOT unit
A linear array of seven equally-spaced field-emission-enabled focal spots is located inside the
s-IOT tube head. The two outer focal spots lie 84 mm apart and form an approximately 12-
degree angular span with respect to the center point of the detector, which is held at a constant
40-cm distance from the source array. The geometry is rigidly maintained by the presence of
the tube cover, the positioning device, and a magnetically-coupled receptor holder. Two-stage
collimation ensures restriction of the x-ray beams to the area of the receptor.
During a tomosynthesis scan, each source in the array operates sequentially at a tube current
of 7 mA, tube voltage of 70 kV, and user-specified pulse width of 40, 60, 80, or 100 ms. Projec-
tions are acquired on a size 2 digital intraoral detector, and a custom reconstruction algorithm
generates tomosynthesis slices in real time for operator review. Schematics of assembly geometry
and operation are seen in Figure 3.1
Figure 3.1: (a) The prototype s-IOT unit has a linear array of seven equally-spaced field-emission
x-ray sources, with the two outer sources forming a 12-degree angular span with respect to the
center point of the detector. Source-detector distance is 40 cm. (b) During a tomosynthesis
scan, each of seven sources operates sequentially at 70 kV, 7mA, and user-specified pulse width.
Projections are acquired on a size 2 digital intraoral sensor.
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3.2.2 Achieving Novel Source Configurations
For our investigations with different source configurations, detector repositioning served as
proxy for source repositioning. Detector repositioning was carefully metered by two stacked,
electronically-manipulated translation stages, one oriented parallel and the other perpendicular
to the linear source array. Planned image capture at projection angles exceeding equipment de-
sign specifications necessitated the removal of the receptor holder, positioning device, and distal
portion of the tube head cover. This partial disassembly opened up the x-ray beams to their nat-
ural spread, enabling oblique projections to reach the receptor without need for angulation of the
tube head.
The tube head was immobilized to maintain a 40 cm vertical distance from source array to
receptor plane. A rigid 3D-printed receptor holder tightly held the sensor and firmly fixed it to
the upper translation stage assembly, while 4 inches of clearance above the top surface of this
assembly eliminated potential scattering effects. See Figure 3.2.
Throughout the course of experiments, each translation stage-driven position of the detector
in relation to the x-ray source was verified using a geometry-calibration phantom consisting of 19
stainless steel beads arranged in parallel staggered rows within an acrylic block. Bead phantom
position with respect to receptor was duplicated at each step by tight fit of the phantom into a
built-in slot in the receptor holder. See Figure 3.3a.
3.2.3 Image phantoms
A dental quality assurance phantom was used for all experiments (RMI 501A, Radiation Mea-
surements, Inc.: Figure 3.3b). The RMI phantom features a rectangular parallelepipid of acrylic,
inside of which is embedded an ex-vivo segment of a human maxilla containing four maxillary
posterior teeth. The teeth are in close juxtaposition at all interproximal contact areas, and one of
the molars has fractures within the crown. Carious lesions and metallic restorations are present
at several tooth surfaces. Behind the tooth layer, the phantom has an opaque layer which mimics
soft tissue. The Appendix shows a projection radiograph of the RMI phantom, demonstrating
overlapped tooth structure at interproximal contact areas.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Positioning device and a portion of the tube cover have been removed from the s-
IOT unit. Digitally-controlled translation stages translate the receptor within a plane parallel to
that of the source plane, while fixed position of the source array preserves the vertical component
of source-to-receptor distance. (b) Photograph of the 3D-printed receptor holder with receptor in
place. Partial view of translation stage assembly is shown.
Figure 3.3: (a) The geometry calibration phantom consists of 19 stainless steel beads arranged
in parallel staggered rows within an acrylic block. It fits tightly into a slot in the detector holder,
ensuring consistent placement over the detector. (b) Picture of the RMI 501A quality assurance
phantom.
3.2.4 X-ray Source Configurations and Options for Photon Flux
We tested three linear configurations of x-ray sources and one circular configuration. Pulse
width was 80 ms for all configuration experiments, and angular spans associated with those con-
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figurations were 12 degrees (linear and circular), 18 degrees (linear only), and 25 degrees (linear
only). For exploration of photon flux, we used the configuration deemed best from the first round
of experiments, and scanned that configuration at 60 ms and 100 ms for comparison with the
previously-done scan (at 80 ms). Figure 3.4 demonstrates two experimental configurations and
the corresponding experimental set-up.
3.2.5 Producing Tomosynthesis Reconstructions
Each source configuration required twenty one tomosynthesis scans. Seven scans of the RMI
phantom were required, one for each theoretical source position in the experimental configuration.
A putty-formed registration jig held the RMI phantom in consistent position with respect to the
receptor for each of these scans. Likewise seven scans of the geometry calibration phantom were
required, for source localization, as were seven blank scans, for normalization of phantom data.
At each phase of experimentation, geometry calibration projections and blank projections were
exposed at 40ms only, to avoid detector saturation.
After scans were taken, for each experimental configuration, coordinates (x, y, z) of the center
x-ray source in relation to the center of the detector were computed from the normalized geome-
try calibration projections. Center projections for RMI data, center projections for blank scans,
and (x, y, z) coordinates of the center sources were then input to the reconstruction software. Re-
constructions were computed with consistent reconstruction parameters, namely 45 slices per
reconstruction and 0.5 mm thickness per slice. The reconstruction algorithm is proprietary and
based on an interative scheme.
3.2.6 Quality Assessments
Three senior OMRs, each with experience interpreting s-IOT reconstructions, and each
blinded to the configurations and pulse widths, judged the reconstructions for interproximal
contact opening, fracture conspicuity, and overall image quality. ImageJ was utilized for all sub-
jective assessments. Each reader utilized his/her own computer equipment and environment
for viewing. This uncommon multi-workstation scenario better represented the broad spectrum
of viewing conditions under which clinicians tend to view radiographs, and also enabled home-
bound readers to conveniently comply with social distancing requirements set forth by local
governing authorities at the time of experimentation.
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(a) Example of desired linear source configuration
exceeding the existing boundaries of the source
array.
(b) Example of desired circular source configuration
exceeding the existing boundaries of source array.
(c) Desired configuration in (a) achieved with
detector repositioning.
(d) Desired configuration in (b) achieved with
detector repositioning.
Figure 3.4: Desired source configurations (a) and (b), and corresponding experimental proxies (c)
and (d), respectively. For clarity, only x-ray beams from sources 1, 3, and 7 are shown.
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3.3 Results
For each phase of experiments, after qualitatively assessing the reconstructions for contact
opening, fracture conspicuity, and overall image quality, each rater provided a composite judg-
ment of best–intermediate–worst x-ray source configuration in terms of angular span (phase 1)
and pulse width (phase 2) that would achieve the optimum balance of the three criteria. Compos-
ite judgments for each rater in both phases of experimentation are shown in Table 3.1.
It should be noted that the circular source configuration failed to open interproximal contact
areas, in fact it crowded the interproximal areas with superimposed tooth stuctures. Thus the
circular configuration was dismissed from observer analysis, and Table 3.1 refers only to linear
source configurations. See the Appendix for an example of a reconstruction slice obtained with a
circular source configuration.
3.3.1 Experimenting with angular span in a linear x-ray source configuration
The 18- and 25-degree linear configurations were considered largely equivalent, with the 18-
degree configuration earning slight favor over the 25-degree configuration. Examples of cropped
reconstructed slices featuring molar-to-molar contact opening as a function of angular span are
shown in Figure 3.5. In this figure, cropped image slices from the 12-, 18-, and 25-degree recon-
structions are shown sequentially down each column, so the reader may visually progress through
(a subset of) the image slices while focusing on the molar-molar contact. Although not shown
in the figure, the interproximal contact areas involving premolar teeth were open in every slice
of the (cropped) reconstructions seen in Figure 3.5, regardless of angular span. Corresponding
Table 3.1: Raters’ Scores for Angular Span and Pulse Width experiments.
Angular Spana Pulse Width (ms)a
Rating Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3
Best 18o 18o 25o 60 100 100
Intermediate 25o 12o 18o 80b 80 c
Worst 12o 25o 12o 100b 60 c
a Raters were asked to qualitatively assess each reconstruction on three criteria: contact
opening, fracture conspicuity, and overall image quality seen in each slice. Each rater
then provided a composite judgment of best-intermediate-worst that would achieve the
optimum balance of the three assessment criteria.
b “Not much difference” between 80 and 100 ms.
c “No difference” between 60 and 80 ms.
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cropped slices appear in the Appendix.
It was found, as expected, that depth resolution and feature conspicuity vary based on angu-
lar spans. As an example, full-sized slices for 12-, 18-, and 25-degree linear source configurations
appear in Figure 3.6, where slices have been seelcted such that the PDL spaces of molar palatal
roots are in focus. A similarly formed figure that features the apex of tooth #4 appears in the
Appendix.
Finally, select slices from the reconstruction based on optimum source configuration, that is, a
linear array of x-ray sources with an 18-degree angular span, are shown in Figure 3.7.
3.3.2 Experimenting with photon flux
For the photon flux experiments, we compared the reconstructions obtained with 60 ms, 80
ms, and 100 ms pulse widths using a linear source configuration with an 18-degree angular span.
Readers indicated the 100ms pulse width as rendering optimum reconstructions, with the 80-ms
pulse width a very close second. The 60 ms pulse width was also deemed perfectly adequate for
routine imaging. Representative reconstruction slices featuring the fractured area in the crown of
tooth #3 are shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.5: Inter-molar contact opening using 80-ms pulse widths and three linear configurations
of x-ray sources: 12-degree (left column), 18-degree (middle column), and 25-degree angular
spans. For all configurations, reconstructions were created with 0.5mm inter-slice spacing. Only
a subset of reconstructed slices is shown above, with 1 mm spacing between successive 12- and
18-degree reconstructed slices, and 1.5 mm spacing between successive 25-degree reconstructed
slices. 36
Figure 3.6: Variation in
depth resolution based on
angular span: Full-size re-
construction slices featuring
PDL spaces of palatal roots
of teeth #2 and #3 using
linear source configurations
with 12- (top), 18- (middle),
and 25-degree angular spans.
With molar PDL spaces in
focus, notice the varying
appearance of the premolars.
Pulse width was 80ms for all
scans.
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Figure 3.7: Select reconstruction slices using an 80 ms pulse width and the optimum source
configuration (18-degree angular span, linear arrangement) feature various tooth components
within the 3-dimensional space: the upper left image focuses on the buccal roots of tooth #2;
upper right image, the apical thirds of the buccal roots of tooth #3 as well as the buccal lesions
and restorations on teeth #3 and #4; lower left image, the palatal root of tooth #5; lower right
image, the root of tooth #4. Interproximal contact areas are open in the images where high-
lighted features lie above the contacts but appear less distinct in the images where highlighted
features lie buccal or palatal to the interproximal contact areas.
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Figure 3.8: Demonstration of
pulse width variation: Cropped
reconstruction slices featuring a
complex fracture in the crown
of tooth #3. Projections were
acquired at 60 ms (top), 80 ms
(middle) and 100ms pulse widths
using a linear configuration of




Throughout the course of experimentation, we took physical measurements of translation
stage position with respect to the center x-ray source, in other words, with respect to a fixed
physical landmark. Measurements consistently indicated that positions were accurate to within
less than 1 mm. With a source-receptor distance of 400mm, this represents angular varation of
0.0025 degrees or less between measured and intended beam angulation, which we considered
negligible. We ran additonal trials on consistency of focal spot location, by repeatedly imaging
the bead phantom without movement of the translation stages. Computations determined that
the margin of error in this case was between 0.1 and 0.3 mm, consistent with focal spot size and
again, deemed negligible.
In some ways, projection imaging and CT can be considered as endpoints on the spectrum
from 0 degrees (projection imaging) to 360 degrees (CT imaging) of angular coverage, with any
number of limited-angle tomography scenarios in between. With this simple idea in mind, we
anticipated that our s-IOT configuration with a 25-degree angular span would produce the best
restorations and be unanimously favored over the smaller angle configurations. As we saw, things
evidently weren’t so simple, and we can reason through several explanations as to why the mod-
erate angular span of 18 degrees was favored over the 25-degree angular span.
When considering the basic geometry, X rays pass through more tissue/material when passing
obliquely through an object, vs. traveling normal to the object surface. Thus in general, a loss
in sensitivity occurs with oblique angulation of the beam with respect to the image detector,
the precise scenario in operation in our experiments. So a smaller angle, vs. larger, confers an
advantage.
Analyzing the particular geometry of our imaging scenario elaborates on the latter concept,
and may provide a more subtle clue to further explain the favor of the 18-degree angular span
over the 25-degree span. Buccal and lingual interproximal areas are defined by the empty spaces
between the surface contours of adjacent teeth. When considering the projection geometry specif-
ically at the interproximal regions in these multibeam scenarios, x-ray beam configurations us-
ing smaller angular spans will collectively pass through more empty space, whereas those using
larger spans will pass through more overlapped tooth structure. Thus again, an advantage – less
anatomic overlap in this case – is seen at small to moderate angles.
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Furthermore, angular span is insufficient to characterize the spectrum between projection
imaging and CT: the number of projections is undoubtedly a critical part of the picture. TACT
research in the early 2000s determined that the number of x-ray sources should be 8 or more
[6]. Now, the rigid vs. relatively looser geometries of s-IOT vs. TACT, as well as the use of an
iterative, algebraic reconstruction algorithm in s-IOT vs. the Shift-and-Add technique for TACT,
make it clear that TACT results can not and should not be assumed true for s-IOT due to the
considerable differences between the methods. Furthermore, the results in [6] are only applicable
to the precise TACT geometries utilized in that specific work. Nevertheless, the notiion that a
threshold could be found is an important point, as is the fact that such a threshold must be based
in the imaging physics utlilized as well as the restoration method and post-processing techniques
applied. Assuming such a threshold may exist for our s-IOT protocols, the use of only 7 sources
in the present experiments may well have been a hapless counterweight to any advantage that
might otherwise have been conferred by a larger (25-degree) angular span.
To drive home the prior point: in The Computerized Tomosynthesis of Dental Tissues, Groen-
huis and colleagues provided a mathematical inequality, a formula, that provided optimum imag-
ing protocols based on coordination of the acquired number of projections, the angular span, and
the slice thickness, within the context of tomosynthesis using the Shift-and-Add technique. The
authors found no such formula for angulation alone.
In addition to the considerations above, there are some clear advantages to placing a limi-
tation on angular span in the s-IOT unit. Larger angles may project portions of an object off
the detector, thereby compromising the data and limiting the reconstruction algorithm. More-
over, design considerations for a new source array and associated tube cover and collimator cone
suggest that modest, rather than larger, angles provide for a more clinically practical endeavor.
In [33], spatial resolution of the s-IOT unit was measured by line pair imaging and deter-
mined to be > 11 lp/mm in the projections and > 8 lp/mm in the reconstructions. We maintain
these resolution measurements to be valid under our modified source geometries for the follow-
ing reasons. Spatial resolution is a product of many contributing factors: motion or lack thereof,
of patient or equipment; geometric considerations such as focal spot size, object-image detector
distance, source-object distance, and angulation of the object or x-ray beam with respect to the
detector; image processing techniques; and the monitor utilized to view the reconstructed im-
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ages. In our investigations, the only experiment-based factor that differed from the work in [33]
was the increased angulation of the x-ray beam with respect to the detector. Fortunately, in our
experimental set-up, the source plane, object plane, and receptor plane remained mutually par-
allel, thus the ratio of object-image detector distance (OID) and source-object distance (SOD)
remained the same. Since focal spot size (FSS) is fixed in the s-IOT, our penumbra, calculated
according to the formula
penumbra = FSS · OIDSOD
was unaffected by variations in source configuration.
As anticipated, higher mAs settings produced restorations with higher signal-to-noise ratios,
thus better fracture conspicuity. We note that in any future s-IOT prototype unit, the ability to
collimate more narrowly in order to image a single tooth with suspected fracture would be an
attractive option to outweigh the perceived drawbacks of increasing mAs for fracture detection.
Another attractive option for a future unit would be the incorporation of a greater number of
focal spots, with the ability to select overall angular span and number of sources utilized, depend-
ing on the imaging task at hand.
We acknowledge that there are many shortcomings of the present study. Limiting our work
to 7 x-ray sources removed it from the realm of other works in stationary tomosynthesis, where
29 and 15 focal spots produced clinically successful results [23], [43]. The scale of our experimen-
tation was also small in terms of number of x-ray source configurations tested, and number of
raters utilized to assess the restorations. Use of a wider array of imaging phantoms also would
have been preferred, particularly phantoms with interproximal lesions and restorations, to deter-
mine how significantly any imaging artifact would come into play in contact-opening. The com-
posite nature of assessment, i.e. assessment of several factors (contact opening, fracture conspicu-
ity, and overall image quality) with final judgment narrowed down to best-intermediate-worst,
while reflecting the reality of clinical assessments, falls short of standard reasearch protocols,
wherein a single criterion would be utilized to assess the reconstructions. Finally, an observer
study using general dentists as well as radiologists would have provided a broader and more






Figure A.1: Premolar contact opening using 80-ms pulse widths and linear configurations of
x-ray sources: 12- (left column), 18- (middle column), and 25-degree angular spans. All recon-
structions were created with 0.5mm inter-slice spacing. Only a subset of cropped reconstructed
slices is shown above, with 1 mm spacing between successive 12- and 18-degree slices, and 1.5
mm spacing between successive 25-degree slices. Cropped slices correspond precisely to those in
Figure 3.5 44
Figure A.2: Demonstration
of angular span variation:
Full-size reconstruction slices
featuring the apex of tooth
#4 using linear source con-
figurations with 12- (top),
18- (middle), and 25-degree
angular spans. Pulse width
was 80ms for all scans.
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Figure A.3: Projection im-
age of the RMI phantom
using beam geometry that
was perpendicular to the
phantom surface.
Figure A.4: The circular con-
figuration of x-ray sources
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